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We have created this book to provide you with everything 

you need to know about who we are, what we do, and what 

makes our products some of the best on the market.  

We hope you’ll enjoy the book. 

HH Simonsen 

Lisbeth, Claus og Hans 

Welcome
to the world of

HH Simonsen
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HH SIMONSEN IS A DANISH BRAND, FOUNDED IN 2002 BY 

THREE HAIRDRESSERS, LISBETH, CLAUS AND HANS. HAVING 

ALL WORKED IN SALONS FOR MANY YEARS, WE HAD A 

SHARED MISSION: TO OFFER PROFESSIONAL, TOP-NOTCH 

STYLING TOOLS THAT DON’T COST THE EARTH. 

After thorough research and close collaboration with top hairdressers and 

stylists, we launched our first hair straightener, which became an instant 

success. Today, HH Simonsen is one of Scandinavians’ favourite hair brands in 

its segment, praised by stylists, hairdressers and hair-lovers who want 

salon-worthy styling at home.

 

show them
At HH Simonsen we know the importance of good hair days. That many women 

and men have a deep personal relationship with their hair, and that the way it 

looks and feels is crucial to how they carry themselves. We want to make it 

easier and more affordable for everyone to achieve the feeling of fresh, healthy 

and beautiful hair as if they just stepped out of the salon. This mission is 

summed up in our mantra: SHOW THEM. 

It began in a 
little town called 

Skærbæk 
Danish design 

Our Danish roots are reflected in the sleek, simplistic design our 

of products. We adhere to a functional design approach, and our 

products are thus stripped of superfluous colors and details, 

leaving room for what's important: Excellent performance, 

usability and durability. This, we believe, is the key to creating 

tools that meet the needs of professionals as well private 

consumers who want high performance styling at home. 

LOT System
We use a LOT number system on all our products to ensure 

full transparency and prevent product diversification and 

unauthorized sales. The LOT numbers enable us to always 

track and trace products when needed. 

#hhsimonsen

#showthem
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ALL STYLING TOOLS ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL. MATERIALS, DESIGN, AND TECHNOLOGY ARE 

CRUCIAL TO THE PERFORMANCE AND DURABILITY OF A DRYER, STYLER OR CURLING IRON. WE 

OFFER TOP-NOTCH, HIGH-TECH TOOLS TO MATCH EVERY HAIR TYPE AND STYLE PREFERENCE, 

ALWAYS DELIVERING MAXIMUM COMFORT, CONDITIONING, AND A BEAUTIFUL FINISH. 

Advanced conditioning 
Our styling tools feature technologies to deliver maximum conditioning and heat protection. Our stylers and ROD 

curling irons have aluminium plates with a non-stick titanium coating that makes for a perfect heat distribution. 

They also entail oils as well as tourmaline – a crystal silicate that emits negative ions to make hair smooth, shiny 

and frizz-free. Our dryers emit a uniquely high concentration of ionic molecules that makes for an impressively 

smooth, soft and shiny finish, eliminates frizz and leaves hair in a much healthier condition.

Turn up the comfort
Our styling tools feature high-performance yet lightweight components, making them very easy and comfortable 

to use. Adding to that, the ergonomic design ensures a safe and comfortable grip. Other impressive specs include 

tangle-free pivot cords, a dual-voltage power system, rapid heating, several temperature options, and an automatic 

sleep mode function, which activates after 90 minutes without use.

Warranty
HH Simonsen offers an exclusive 2-year salon warranty. Read more on page 54. 

High-performance styling
Mirror panel 

Concealed temperature indicator

that appears when the curler is on. 

Speed indicator 
Smart speed indicator in simplistic look.

Velcro band
Practical band to protect the cord.

LED display
Beautiful touch display panel 

for temperature adjusting. 

2  Y E A R
professional

warranty
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, INNOVATIVE DESIGN, AND LUXURIOUS DETAILING COME TOGETHER 

IN HH SIMONSEN’S RODS – A VERSATILE SERIES OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE CURLERS WITH 

A SHAPE AND SIZE TO CREATE ANY TYPE OF CURLED STYLE. POWERED BY CUTTING-EDGE 

TECHNOLOGY, THESE CURLING IRONS DELIVER ULTIMATE RESULTS AND ARE FAVOURED 

BY PROFESSIONALS AND CURL-LOVERS ALIKE.  

Shine-inducing technology
The RODs’ double titanium-coated barrels with a non-stick titanium Teflon-coating evenly distribute the heat 

and make sure that the heat is retained. To ensure a smooth and frizz-free finish, the barrels are infused with 

oils and Tourmaline that emits negative ions, seals cuticles, and rejuvenate hair’s natural oils. 

The result is stunningly smooth, healthy-looking and long-lasting curls.

The detail difference
Our 2017 range shows a new, improved look and feel as well as even better features and impressive details 

– such as rapid heating, tangle-free cords, and an ergonomic design. Each curler has an individual LED temperature 

control ranging between 120 and 200° C. This way you can always work with the exact temperature that suits 

the individual hair structure and meets your styling preferences.

WITH NINE DIFFERENT CURLERS, THE RANGE ALLOWS YOU TO CREATE 
A MULTITUDE OF STYLES AND EFFECTS – FROM BIG CURLS Á LA OLD-SCHOOL 

HOLLYWOOD TO TOUSLED, SURFER-GIRL WAVES.

Rod Curling Irons

Heat-resistant glove
All of our RODs come with a 

protective heat-resistant glove 

for safety during styling.

#hhsimonsenrods
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Rod VS1
ROD VS1 SPIRAL CURLS
Say hello to gorgeous, healthy-looking curls that last all day, all night. ROD VS1 has a  

13 to 19 mm. titanium-barrel, making it very versatile; do you want small, classic and doll-

like curls, or are you going for big Hollywood waves with diva factor? The choice is yours!

SCAN TO WATCH
VIDEO GUIDE 

· Temperature range from 120-200° C

· Rapid heating

· Titanium Teflon-coating with oils and tourmaline for 

 heat protection and a smooth finish

· Ergonomic rubber-coated handle for safe grip

· Automatic sleep mode function after 90 min.

· Dual voltage power supply system

· Cold tip for safe grip and comfortable curling 

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility and zero tangles

· Integrated heat rest

· Comes with heat protection clove, a bag for safe

 storage and an inspiration folder
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SCAN TO WATCH
VIDEO GUIDE 

ROD VS2 MADONNA CURLS
Here’s to having freedom of choice! Our ROD VS2 is the ultimate tool for women who want 

versatility. Thanks to its 10 to 28 mm. titanium-barrel, this all-round curler can create 

anything from big, voluminous waves to small, defined corkscrew curls. Finish with our 

Hair Spray to keep those gorgeous curls in place all day.

Rod VS2

· Temperature range from 120-200° C

· Rapid heating

· Titanium Teflon-coating with oils and tourmaline for 

 heat protection and a smooth finish

· Ergonomic rubber-coated handle for safe grip

· Automatic sleep mode function after 90 min.

· Dual voltage power supply system

· Cold tip for safe grip and comfortable curling 

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility and zero tangles

· Integrated heat rest

· Comes with heat protection clove, a bag for safe

 storage and an inspiration folder
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Rod VS3
ROD VS3 CURLS
Classic never goes out of style. ROD VS3 is excellent for creating stunning, healthy-looking 

curls with a classic look – perfect for adding a little glam to an everyday look. Thanks to our 

RODs’ titanium-coated, tourmaline-infused barrel, hair is left soft and with beautiful shine. 

· Temperature range from 120-200° C

· Rapid heating

· Titanium Teflon-coating with oils and tourmaline for 

 heat protection and a smooth finish

· Ergonomic rubber-coated handle for safe grip

· Automatic sleep mode function after 90 min.

· Dual voltage power supply system

· Cold tip for safe grip and comfortable curling 

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility and zero tangles

· Integrated heat rest

· Comes with heat protection clove, a bag for safe

 storage and an inspiration folder

SCAN TO WATCH
VIDEO GUIDE 
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ROD VS4 SOFT CURLS
Calling all thick-haired ladies. With ROD VS4 it’s easy peasy to create soft, gorgeous 

waves in long and thick hair. The big barrel (25 to 32 mm.) is the perfect match for big hair. 

Thanks to the tourmaline-infused barrel, you don’t need to worry about frizz or unruliness. 

Add our Heat Protection Spray before styling for maximum control and added softness. 

Rod VS4

· Temperature range from 120-200° C

· Rapid heating

· Titanium Teflon-coating with oils and tourmaline for 

 heat protection and a smooth finish

· Ergonomic rubber-coated handle for safe grip

· Automatic sleep mode function after 90 min.

· Dual voltage power supply system

· Cold tip for safe grip and comfortable curling 

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility and zero tangles

· Integrated heat rest

· Comes with heat protection clove, a bag for safe

 storage and an inspiration folder

SCAN TO WATCH
VIDEO GUIDE 
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Rod VS5
ROD VS5 DEEP WAVER
ROD VS5 is a unique and innovative curler that makes it super easy to create 

beautiful waves with wow-factor – perfect for a casual everyday look or a festive do 

for a night on the town. You simply place hair between the plates, press for a few 

seconds, and voilà; gorgeous waves that look and feel soft and healthy. 

· Temperature range from 150-210° C

· Rapid heating

· Titanium Teflon-coating with oils and tourmaline for 

 heat protection and a smooth finish

· Ergonomic rubber-coated handle for safe grip

· Dual voltage power supply system

· Cold tip for safe grip and comfortable curling 

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility and zero tangles

· Integrated heat rest

· Comes with heat protection clove, a bag for safe

 storage and an inspiration folder

SCAN TO WATCH
VIDEO GUIDE 

#deepwaver
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ROD VS6 CRIMPER
Crimping? Isn’t that a leftover from the 80s? Maybe, but it’s proved itself to still be worthy. 

With our modern crimper you can add an edgy to your look or create long-lasting volume by 

crimping the inner layer of hair. Thanks to the latest technology in tourmaline-infusion, hair 

is protected from damage and frizz. Finish with a bit of hair spray to lock down the locks. 

Rod VS6

· Temperature range from 120-200° C

· Rapid heating

· Titanium Teflon-coating with oils and tourmaline for 

 heat protection and a smooth finish

· Floating plates for softer pressure and less damage

· Cold tip for safe grip and comfortable curling 

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility and zero tangles

· Integrated heat rest

· Comes with heat protection clove, a bag for safe

 storage and an inspiration folder

SCAN TO WATCH
VIDEO GUIDE 
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Rod VS7
ROD VS7 CURLS
If you’re more a tong kind of girl, ROD VS7 is the way to go. It’s a classic tong-curler, 

ensuring full control while creating beautiful curls and irresistible volume plus healthy-

looking shine. With a barrel size of 33 mm., the curler delivers soft, medium-sized curls.

· Temperature range from 120-200° C

· Rapid heating

· Titanium Teflon-coating with oils and tourmaline for 

 heat protection and a smooth finish

· Ergonomic rubber-coated handle for safe grip

· Automatic sleep mode function after 90 min.

· Dual voltage power supply system

· Cold tip for safe grip and comfortable curling 

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility and zero tangles

· Integrated heat rest

· Comes with heat protection clove, a bag for safe

 storage and an inspiration folder

SCAN TO WATCH
VIDEO GUIDE 
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ROD VS9 WOO WAVER
ROD VS9 is similar to ROD VS5 in shape and technique, but this one is more suited for 

long, thick hair due to the size and shape of the plates. It creates a soft, romantic look with 

stunning, natural-looking waves. Thanks to the tourmaline in the plates, hair is left with 

irresistible softness and shine.  

Rod VS9

· Temperature range from 120-230° C

· Rapid heating

· Titanium Teflon-coating with oils and tourmaline for 

 heat protection and a smooth finish

· Ergonomic rubber-coated handle for safe grip

· Cold tip for safe grip and comfortable curling 

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility and zero tangles

· Integrated heat rest

· Comes with heat protection clove, a bag for safe

 storage and an inspiration folder

SCAN TO WATCH
VIDEO GUIDE 
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Rod VS10
ROD VS10 CASUAL CURLS
Strange shape? Yes. Brilliant performance? Also yes. It may look funny, but its shape is in 

fact the whole secret behind the ROD VS10, which can create a beautiful and unique curly 

style. Wrap hair around the specially designed titanium-barrel to amp it up with bouncy, 

playful and lively curls. Add our Styling Oil for extra shine and smoothness. 

· Temperature range from 120-200° C

· Rapid heating

· Titanium Teflon-coating with oils and tourmaline for 

 heat protection and a smooth finish

· Ergonomic rubber-coated handle for safe grip

· Automatic sleep mode function after 90 min.

· Dual voltage power supply system

· Cold tip for safe grip and comfortable curling 

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility 

 and zero tangles

· Integrated heat rest

· Comes with heat protection clove, a bag for safe

 storage and an inspiration folder
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Why HH Simonsen? 

Technology 
· Far infrared heating for faster drying

· High concentration of ionic molecules for frizz-free drying

· Tourmaline technology for hair-protection and added softness

· Teflon-coated titanium plates and barrels for shine and smoothness

· High-powered motors 

Design 

· Sleek and sophisticated look

· Beautiful detailing 

· Stunning materials and finishes 

· Ergonomically designed for added comfort and ease of use

· Rubber handles on styling tools for safe grip 

· Gorgeous, elegant packaging design 

Usability 

· Quiet operation of dryers

· Rapid heating of styling tools

· Many shapes and sizes for endless possibilities

· Lightweight components 

· Several dryer speed settings 

· Several temperature settings for diverse hair types

· Powerful motors for quick drying

· Long, tangle-free pivot cord for full flexibility

· Automatic sleep-mode function on all electrical appliances

· Mild hair products with fresh scents and zero parabens

Expertise 
· Created by hair professionals with many years of experience

· Continuous testing and research to ensure premium quality

· Close collaboration with industry leaders such as Joico and Excellent Edges

· Close collaboration with top hairstylists and hairdressers

· Own Education programme 
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Video guides
In our step-by-step videos, Icelandic stylist 

Theodora Mjoll shows how to use our products 

to create a variety of stunning styles and up-dos. 

These are all available on our website as well 

as  our YouTube channel, where you will also find 

inspiring product presentations and more. 

show them
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ENGINEERED FOR PROFESSIONALS, OUR RANGE OF VERSATILE STYLERS FEATURES 

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES AND OFFERS A VARIETY OF WIDTHS, SHAPES AND SIZES 

– FROM THE SLEEK SIGNATURE SALON STYLER FOR ULTRA STRAIGHT HAIR TO THE SLENDER 

TRUE DIVINITY STYLER THAT’S PERFECT FOR ADDING WAVES IN A SINGLE STROKE.   

Coating technology 
Our stylers feature hard double titanium-coated plates with a non-stick ceramic coating that makes for a perfect 

heat distribution and ensures that the heat is retained. To take performance to the next level we have oils and 

added tourmaline – a crystal silicate that emits negative ions. This serves to make hair smooth, shiny and 

frizz-free while sealing cuticles to protect hair from the heat and making the plates more durable. 

Advanced usability 
Our stylers feature stunning design details and functional features to advance the pleasure of styling. 

Specs include uniquely lightweight components, an multitude of temperature options, rapid heating, sleep 

mode function and an ergonomic design for less strain and added comfort. 

BECAUSE DIFFERENT HAIR TYPES REQUIRE DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES, 
EACH STYLER OFFERS SEVERAL TEMPERATURE SETTINGS, ALLOWING YOU

TO SELECT THE PERFECT AMOUNT OF HEAT. 

Stylers

Exclusive details
Our stylers boast an abundance of features

and details, adding to the luxurious feel.

The Signature Styler has a beautiful touch 

LED display for easy heat adjustment.
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Signature Styler

· Temperature range from 120-232° C

· Rapid heating

· Titanium Teflon-coating with oils and tourmaline

 for heat protection and a smooth finish

· Automatic sleep mode function after 20 min.

· Dual voltage power supply system

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility

Exclusive styler in sleek design
Say hello to the ultimate tool for creating a perfectly sleek and smooth look. Signature 

Styler is a gorgeous, lightweight salon styler with a uniquely sleek design that makes 

it easy to achieve that sought-after sleek, shiny and frizz-free look. The thin titanium 

plates deliver ultimate straightening from top to bottom, and thanks to the tourmaline,  

a crystal-silicate added to the plates, hair is left soft and silky-smooth. The styler weighs only 

240 grams and is equipped with a practical sleep mode function after 90 minutes without use. 

Grey

Black

Our Heat Protection 
Spray with argan 

oil protects your hair 
during styling.

Not included with
the product.

#signaturestyler
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Infinity Styler

The feeling of luxury
If you’re all about luxury, Infinity is the way to go. It’s an exclusive styler with an abundance of 

stunning features and details to take your styling experience to the next level. These include 

three temperature settings for fine, medium and thick hair, automatic sleep mode function, a 

touch display, rapid heating and an of course an elegant, simplistic design – just to name a few. 

But that’s not all; Infinity Styler weighs only 450 grams and has a thin, sleek shape and an 

ergonomic design for extra easy and effortless styling. It features our innovative aluminium 

plates with a non-stick titanium Teflon-coating that makes for a perfect heat distribution and 

ensures that the heat is retained. The plates are infused with oils and tourmaline, protecting 

hair from the heat and leaving it with a gorgeous, smooth finish. 

· Temperature range from 80-210° C · Rapid heating 

· Titanium Teflon-coating with oils and tourmaline for heat protection and a smooth finish 

· Automatic sleep mode function after 60 min. · Dual voltage power supply system 

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility · Comes with a pouch

New

Why we ❤ it 
The luxurious look and its many 

details make the styler feel extra 

exclusive. It is very comfortable to 

use in the salon. 
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Chrome

Black

True Divinity

· Temperature range from 120-210° C

· Rapid heating

· Titanium Teflon-coating with oils and tourmaline

 for heat protection and a smooth finish

· Automatic sleep mode function after 60 min.

· Dual voltage power supply system

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility

· Comes with a pouch

Truly excellent styling
True Divinity is everything its name promises – and more. The elegantly designed styler 

delivers exceptional performance, whether you’re using it as a straightener or curler. The 

titanium Teflon-coated plates with oils and tourmaline protect hair from damage, leaving it 

silky smooth and full of healthy shine.

Our Styling Brush is 
perfect for up-dos and 

backcombing.
Not included with

the product.
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High-performance styling on the go  
In the Midi collection you’ll find some of our best styling tools in practical and travel-friendly 

sizes – easy to put in your bag and bring to work or on a trip. Midi Styler is a practical and light 

styler that can easily fit into a handbag. Perfect for fixing your fringe. The Midi Volume Iron is 

perfect for adding volume and bounce to the inner layers of your hair.  With our Midi Waver 

you can achieve beautiful and beachy waves that last. You simply press the hair between the 

plates, and the styler creates a beautiful wave in a few seconds. The Midi stylers all feature 

double titanium Teflon-coated plates with oils and tourmaline that protects hair and leaves it 

soft and silky smooth.

Midi Stylers

· Temperature range Midi Styler from 120-230° C

· Temperature range Midi Volume Iron from 90-200° C 

· Temperature range Midi Waver at 200° C

· Rapid heating

· Titanium Teflon-coating with oils and tourmaline

 for heat protection and a smooth finish

· 2,7-metre pivot cord for full flexibility

· Comes with a pouch

Practical 
travel-size

Midi Styler

Midi Volume Iron

Midi Waver
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We test beyond the standard industry requirements

HH Simonsen performs quality tests beyond the requirements on all of our 

electrical styling tools – and our styling tools have passed the following tests:

✓ Drop test // performed on all electrical styling tools. The tools are dropped  

 from a distance of 180 cm onto a wooden floor – three times. After this,   

 the test is repeated from a height of 100 cm without damage. Industry   

 standard requirements: drop test from a height of 0,5-1 m. 

✓ Plate test // performed on stylers. A strand of hair is strapped onto a   

 machine and the straightening styler runs back and forth on the hair  

 200,000 times. After this, the hair must not display any signs of wear.   

 Industry standard requirements: 100,000 times. 

✓ Swivel test // performed on all electrical styling tools. The test is 

 repeated 100,000 times. After this, there should be no sign on the cord.

✓ Open/close test // performed on all electrical styling tools. The tools  

 are opened and closed 200,000 times in succession.

✓ Button test // performed on all electrical styling tools. A robotic arm   

 presses the on/off button(s) 20,000 times. After this, the switch   

 button should still be like new. 

✓ Humidity test // performed on all electrical styling tools. The tools are   

 turned on and placed in a tank for 48 hours where the humidity level is   

 increased to 90 % – the temperature is adjustable.

✓ Non-stop test // performed on all electrical styling tools. The tools are   

 turned to the on-position for 4 consequtive months, at maximum strength.

✓ Cord stress test // performed on all electrical styling tools. The tools are   

 pulled with a strength corresponding to a 5 kg weight.
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Unique packaging concept
At HH Simonsen we believe that the packaging quality should 

match the quality of the styling tool inside. That’s why our styling 

tools come in unique and stunning boxes with a beautiful heat 

resistant travel case. The boxes are adorned with our angel 

signature, adding to the exclusive and luxurious feel, and inside 

you will find useful information and styling tips. 

The boxes make for a beautiful and inviting display

in shops and salons. 

Award-winning 
design
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OUR RANGE OF TOP PROFESSIONAL HAIR DRYERS ARE AMONG THE BEST ON THE MARKET. 

WHY? THANKS TO INNOVATIVE DESIGN, ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AND TOP-NOTCH DETAILS 

THEY OFFER ANYTHING YOU’LL EVER WANT FROM A DRYER – AND PROBABLY MORE.   

Intelligence inside
Our dryers have super-powerful and durable motors that make them extremely effective and deliver ultimate 

control. Add to this the noise-lowering technologies and silent fan systems, and you have the optimum tools for 

salon use – perfectly comfortable for hairdresser as well as client. 

Healthier drying
HH Simonsen’s dryers are powered by high-tech components and advanced technology for smart, quick, and healthy 

drying. All the dryers deliver air with a uniquely high concentration of ionic molecules that makes all the difference 

when it comes to frizz reduction, heat protection and softness. Hair is left with healthy shine and a salon-worth finish. 

OUR RANGE OF DRYERS IS CREATED TO GIVE YOU A MULTITUDE OF OPTIONS
AND ADDRESS SPECIFIC STYLING NEEDS – FROM GORGEOUS VOLUME 

TO A SLEEK AND SMOOTH LOOK. 

Dryers

Our dryers show an elegant design and 

have a number of gorgeous and practical 

details. For instance, the powerful Boss 

Dryer has a practical heat indicator, which 

shows the current heat setting.
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State-of-the art drying 
Perfect salon finish? Check! Fast and powerful drying? Check! Stunning detailing and 

luxurious design? Check! Our gorgeous and revolutionary Utopia Dryer is almost too good 

to be true. Powered by a unique brushless motor, it delivers more air pressure than 

traditional dryers, making for ultra-fast drying without compromising on conditioning. 

The dryer produces ion-enriched air, leaving hair smooth, shiny and frizz-free while 

protecting from heat damage. Weighing only 450 g, Utopia is easy to work with, and the 

ultra silent fan system makes for an extra comfortable blow-dry. Engineered for 

professionals, Utopia is solid and delivers ultimate comfort and control.

The Universal Softstyler is perfect for hairdressers – or anyone who wants the very 

best blow-drying experience. Its unique design makes blow-drying more effective and 

encourages beautiful and natural waves and volume. The softstyler fits most hairdryers. 

The Softstyler is not included with the hairdryer. 

· Up to 35 % less noise than traditional dryers · Weight of only 450 g 

· Far infra-red technology for consistent heating · Unique ionic conditioning 

· Powerful 2300-watt brushless motor · Six heat and speed settings

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility

Utopia Dryer
New

Why we ❤ it 
Utopia adds a feeling of luxury to your drying 

experience. Not only for the hairdresser working 

with it but also for the client, who will enjoy a 

stunning, smooth and shiny finish. 

#utopiadryer
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Salon dryer with 2000 Watts’ power 
With its strong and durable 2000-watt motor, Boss delivers a fast blow-dry and a salon-worthy 

finish. Thanks to light materials and an ergonomic design, Boss is easy and comfortable to use, 

making it the ideal choice for hairdressers and stylists. The advanced conditioning system with 

a uniquely high concentration of ionic molecules delivers maximum frizz reduction and softness. 

The BOSS Softstyler is designed to fit most hairdryers and is the perfect choice for long, thick 

hair.  Thanks to a unique design with long, hard fingers, the air is evenly distributed from top to 

ends, making for a fast and effective blow-dry. The Softstyler is not included with the dryer.

· Ionic conditioning

· Silent 2000-watt motor

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility

· Two heat and speed settings

· Cool shot function

· Add the Boss Softstyler to enhance natural volume

  

Boss Dryer model 2017

Stunning dryer for an ultra-smooth finish
The ENVY hairdryer leaves your hair smoother, shinier and with less frizz than most hairdryers 

out there. Thanks to the high concentration of ionic molecules, ENVY gives you a smooth, 

salon-worthy finish. The motor weighs only 375 g but is super-effective, making for a short 

drying time and less breakage.

This Universal Softstyler is perfect for hairdressers – or anyone who wants the very best 

blow-drying experience. Its unique design makes blow-drying more effective and encourages 

beautiful and natural waves and volume. The softstyler fits most hairdryers.

The Softstyler is not included with the dryer.

Envy Dryer

· High concentration of ionic molecules 

· Two heat and speed settings

· Three-metre pivot cord for full flexibility

· Weight of only 375 g

· Powerful motor

· Add the Universal Softstyler to enhance 

 natural volume
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ROD VS3 Copper

BOSS Dryer Wood Rose 

True Divinity Styler Rose Gold 

BOSS Nude Chrome

Infinity Styler Celadon 

Although we adhere to a clean and simplistic design philosophy, sometimes we like to go a little off the 

rails and add try out new colors and looks. Twice a year we launch limited edition collections of some 

of our bestselling styling tools. With the limited editions come a set of promotion deals, and we 

of course offer marketing and promotion material to assist in sales. 

Limited Editions Carbon Clips Wood Rose and Celadon
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Exclusive 2-year warranty 
All of HH Simonsen’s products are of course checked 

and tested according to the highest standars. Should you, 

however, experience a problem with one of our styling 

tools, we will ensure a smooth and hassle-free process. 

As a service to hair professionals working with our 

products, we offer an exclusive 2-year salon warranty 

on all styling tools, i.e. stylers, RODs, and dryers. This 

means that you are entitled to a replacement, should 

you experience failures or deficiencies, provided that the 

product has been handled and treated as recommended.  

You can read all the warranty specifics in the user manual 

attached to the product in question. If you have any doubts 

or questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us. 

2  Y E A R
professional

warranty
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IT’S A COMMON MISPERCEPTION THAT PRICE IS PROPORTIONAL TO 

QUALITY WHEN IT COMES TO HAIR STYLING. THIS DOESN’T APPLY TO 

HH SIMONSEN’S PRODUCTS. WE OFFER HIGH QUALITY, LOW-PRICE 

BRUSHES AND STYLING PRODUCTS TO KEEP HAIR IN TIP-TOP SHAPE.  

Our styling products do more than just style; enriched with nourishing ingredients, they 

also protect from damage, combat frizz, and add intense shine. Our Styling Oil and Heat 

Protection spray both entail the incredibly nutritious and hydrating argan oil, which leaves 

hair healthier and adds a seal to protect from heat and UV-radiation. Our unique men’s 

waxes entail wheat oil from Brazil, which adds moisture and provides a sweat-proof seal. 

Made by hairdressers for hairdressers, our hairbrushes are designed to meet specific 

styling needs. Super thick strands may require nylon bristles, while boar bristles are 

particularly excellent for finer hair. Natural or nylon, we only use top-quality bristles 

with soft tips that gently massage scalp and rejuvenates hair. 

NO MANE IS THE SAME, WHICH IS WHY WE’VE CREATED 
BRUSHES AND STYLING PRODUCTS TO MATCH A MULTITUDE 

OF STYLING NEEDS AND HAIR TYPES. 

Brushes & Styling

We only use the best ingredients and materials for 

our hair products and brushes. Our hair products 

are enrinched with natural oils, and for our 

brushes we use top-quality bristles to rejuvinate 

the scalp and the hair. 

#hhsimonsenstyling
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Boar Brush

An exclusive brushing exerience
A brush isn’t just a brush, which you will soon discover when using the Boar Brush. It features 

100 % natural bristles from wild boar, which gently massage the scalp and stimulate the 

blood circulation at the follicles. This means that the hair’s natural oils are rejuvenated, and 

the brush naturally distributes them throughout the hair, which is left with renewed shine and 

in a healthier condition.   

Volume Brush
Can a brush add volume? This one can! 

The Volume Brush is designed to use in 

medium to long hair while blow-drying 

and leaves hair with major volume and 

healthy shine. The extra soft bristles 

treat the scalp with care, and the rubber 

plate makes the bristles bounce lightly.

Styling Brush
A narrow barrel and a combination of wild boar and nylon 

bristles are part of makes this the ultimate brush for styling 

and backcombing. Thanks to the pointy shape you can eas-

ily use the brush for sectioning hair, and the rubber design 

makes it very comfortable to use. The wild boar bristles and 

the ionic nylon bristles rejuvenate and distribute hair’s nat-

ural oils for added shine. 

Turbo Brush
The Turbo Brush ensures an effective blow-

dry and a salon-worthy finish. Soft bristles 

make sure the air is evenly distributed, 

giving you exceptional styling precision and 

control. The bristles are soft and work gen-

tly on the scalp, and the SoftGrip makes it 

super comfortable to use.

Turbo Brush

Styling Brush

Volume Brush

Quality brushes from HH Simonsen

· 100 % natural wild boar bristles 

· Gently massages the scalp 

· Stimulates blood circulation at the follicles

· Adds shine and leaves hair soft and healthy 

Why we ❤ it 
It’s the easy way to added shine and 

healthier hair. The ingenious boar 

bristles feel soft on the scalp and 

rejuvinate hair’s natural oils. 

#hairbrushes
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Turn Brush · Flex

· Bristles of 100 % natural wild boar hair 

· Made from hand turned wood 

· Aluminium barrel, which changes is colour

 when exposed to heat

· Available in four different barrel sizes

· Available in an extra flexible edition for longer hair

Drying brush made from hand turned wood  
The unique Turn Brush is made from natural materials for a luxurious drying experience and 

an exceptional finish. The barrel and handle are made from hand-turned wood, and the natural 

boar bristles leaves your hair with healthy shine. As the dryer heats the brush, the aluminum 

barrel changes its colour so you can se whether the heat is optimally distributed. The soft 

wood makes the brush super comfortable to hold and easy to turn while drying. The brush is 

also available in a more flexible edition – Turn Brush Flex – which is specifically designed for 

long, thick hair. 

Flex M

M

S

Xl

L

Flex Xl

Hair Cuddles

Gentle hair bands  
Say so long to wear, tear and hair band marks! The innovative HH Simonsen Hair Cuddles are 

flexible and gentle hair bands with a unique spiral shape that prevents them from damaging the 

hair like traditional hair bands. Hair is kept gently in place, and there is no need to worry about 

headaches. Available in black, pink, purple turquoise, light blue, brown, gold, clear, XL black, XL 

clear as well as a textile version in four different colours. 

· No-damage hair bands

· Prevents split ends and marks 

· No headaches 

· Keeps hair in place all day 

· Easy to remove
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Hair Clips

Carbon Clips
HH Simonsen Carbon Clips are the optimum choice for hair professionals. 

Made from the exclusive and durable carbon material, the clips boast an 

abundance of features that make them better than most other hair clips. 

The clips are extremely durable and can handle up to 140 degrees without 

deforming. The strong spring and pointed teeth on the inner side of the 

clips that cling on to the hair to prevent it from slipping. They will not be 

discoloured. 

Crocodile Hair Clips
With its twin spring closures, the Crocodile Clip can hold mas-

sive quantities of hair. One clip does the work of three or four 

ordinary clips. Still, even with all this strength, it’s gentle on 

hair. Not only are the Crocodile Clips great for professional use; 

they are a terrific product for your clients to use at home as 

well. The crocodile clips are specially designed for longer hair 

and are great for highlighting. 

Carbon Combs

· Made from exclusive carbon material 

· Reduce static electricity and frizz

· Ensures precision and control 

· Can take up to 140° C without deforming 

· Durable and resistant

Durable and resistant 
HH Simonsen carbon combs are among the best on the market. Simple as that. Made from the 

exclusive carbon material, they are extremely durable and resistant and can take up to 140° 

C without deforming. The combs are very precise, glide easily through frizzy hair and reduce 

static electricity. 

210

212

274

214

282
Our Carbon Clips are 
periodically launched 

in new colors
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A hairbrush is not just a hairbrush. 

Depending on your styling needs, barrel 

and bristle construction and material are 

crucial to a brush’s effectiveness. Made 

from top quality materials and designed 

by hair professionals, our brushes enable 

everyone to achieve a salon-status finish.

Our cutting cape is made from lightweight and breathable 

materials, designed to deliver maximum comfort for the 

client. It is extremely durable and color-resistant and will 

stay in good condition for many years.

HH Simonsen have created a range of professional 

combs made from the exclusive carbon material, 

preferred for its excellent performance and 

durability. Our combs are strong, flexible, durable, 

and anti-static. They run effortlessly through frizzy 

hair, withstand hair color, and can handle up to 

140 degrees C. The combs absorb natural oils, 

improving their quality each time you use them.
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Create a fresh-from-the-waves-style look
Ah, nothing compares to a day at the beach; the warmth, the sun on your skin, 

and the salt water in your hair. And what a texture that salty water adds to 

your hair; making it look so cool and urban! With HH Simonsen’s Beach Spray 

Texturizer you’ll experience that same special Bondi Beach look – without 

ever setting foot on the sand. In addition to adding a catwalk texture to flat and 

lifeless strands, it enriches your hair with nourishing oils and vitamins that leave 

the hair stronger and healthier. And if you can’t stay away from the sun,

UVA-protective agents protect your dyed hair against natural fading.

· Imitates the effect of salt water on hair · Creates a summery look

· Enriched with Macademy oils  · Packed with UVA-protective agents

· Leaves hair smooth, not sticky

Beach Spray Texturizer
New

Why we ❤ it 
Get that gorgeous beach look without the 

sun ripping moisture from your hair and 

turning it limp and lifeless.

#beachspraytexturizer
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Grey Mud
Grey Mud is a versatile and easy-to-use 

styling wax delivering volume and hold with-

out leaving hair sticky and over-styled. It is 

perfect for creating a matte and sleek look 

and is enriched with essential oils to provide 

nourishment and care. 

Blue Extreme
Blue Extreme is a water-based styling wax 

that delivers extreme hold and a perfectly 

matte look without making hair seem 

greasy. Enriched with essential oils, Blue 

Extreme protects and nourishes hair while 

preventing it from drying out. 

Brown Matte
Brown Matte Wax is perfect for unruly hair. It 

allows you to create a variety of messy styles 

with maximum control without making hair 

sticky or greasy. Enriched with nourishing 

essential oils, the wax leaves hair protected 

and prevents it from drying out. 

Hair Wax Hair Spray

Strong yet nourishing aerosol spray
HH Simonsen Hair Spray is an addictive aerosol spray that gives you a strong hold, irresistible 

shine without and a silky structure without turning sticky. It has a uniquely mild and fresh scent 

that will have you thinking of summer, is humidity resistant and protects your hair from fading and 

damages when exposed to UV-radiation. HH Simonsen’s hair products are not animal-tested and 

do not contain parabens. Available in 75 ml. and 250 ml.

· Provides a strong, long-lasting hold 

· Doesn’t turn sticky 

· Fresh and mild scent

· Nourishes and adds shine 

· Protects from UV-radiation 

· Leaves hair silky smooth and healthy-looking
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Styling Oil Heat Protection Spray

Fragrant care and protection 
Let’s face it; curlers, straighteners and dryers can do quite the damage to your hair when used 

frequently. The high temperatures drain hair from its natural oils, leaving you with split ends and 

dry and frizzy hair. HH Simonsen’s Heat Protection Spray is a lightweight spray that provides a 

protective seal to prevent the heat from weakening hair’s proteins and depleting its natural oils. It 

has a mild and summery scent and contains nourishing and UV-protecting argan oil leaving hair 

fresh, soft and with healthy and natural shine.

· Enriched with argan oil 

· Seals cuticles and protects from heat damages 

· Mild and fresh scent 

· Eliminates frizz and flyaways 

· Adds shine and leaves hair healthier 

New

Why we ❤ it 
The mild and summery scent makes 

it lovely to use in the salon. 

· Enriched with jojoba oil and argan oil

· Nourishes and combats frizz

· Adds intense shine

· Protects from heat during styling with dryers,

 straighteners or curlers

· Leaves hair silky smooth 

The very special treatment
Treat your hair to something special with the unique HH Simonsen styling oil, which combats 

frizz, adds immediate and intense shine, and makes combing easier. The formula is enriched 

with argan and jojoba oils, leaving hair both smoother and healthier. Apply a drop or two to 

damp hair before hair drying and styling. Add another drop after styling for an even smoother 

finish. For all hair types.
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HH SIMONSEN ARE VERY COMMITTED TO HELPING 

HAIR PROFESSIONALS DEVELOP THEIR TALENTS, 

EXPLORE NEW IDEAS AND METHODS, AND TAKE 

THEIR CREATIVITY TO THE NEXT LEVEL. 

Styling courses
From the basic styling techniques through to creative and 

experimental expression, we offer styling courses and 

inspiration workshops using our own styling tools.

Workshops for sales reps
In order to make sure that our sales reps are well equipped we 

provide an obligatory introductory course during which they 

will become acquainted with all of our products and their USPs. 

We offer to visit our sales reps for an annual brush-up course 

where we update them on the latest functions and techniques.  

Education
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CREATED AND DEVELOPED BY HAIR PROFESSIONALS, HH SIMONSEN’S 

SALON ACCESSORIES AND HAIR CUTTING EQUIPMENT MEET THE 

VARIOUS DEMANDS OF THE INDUSTRY. 

From our excellent table stands and innovative salon stools to our natural-haired training 

heads, we offer a large array of professional equipment to take cutting and styling to the 

next level. Each product is designed to match the needs of hairdressers working in salons, 

delivering maximum comfort and durability. All of our accessories are designed in a sleek, 

elegant, and simple look, which will fit into any salon. 

TO MAINTAIN A HIGH, SALON-WORTHY QUALITY WE 
THOROUGHLY TEST OUR PRODUCTS AND USE ONLY THE BEST 

AND MOST SOLID MATERIALS.

Salon Accessories

Waterspray
Our Water Spray delivers a perfectly fine 

mist, ensuring maximum control. Thanks to 

a rubber coating and an ergonomic design it 

is easy and comfortable to use.
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Saddle stool
Updated design for added comfort

Saddle stool
Experience next-level comfort with our exclusive adjustable sad-

dle salon stool that alleviates back aches and fatigue. The sad-

dle design promotes good lower back posture and is the perfect 

choice for hairdressers who spend a great deal of time sitting 

down when cutting. The seat’s memory foam adjusts to the bone 

structure, and the high polished aluminium base, Korean pumps, 

and unique ‘skater wheel’ ensures a perfectly smooth ride.

Classic salon stool 
Our classic adjustable salon stool delivers excellent functionality, 

durability and comfort for hair professionals. The unique wheels on  

HH Simonsen’s salon chairs are made from soft silicone, don’t accu-

mulate hair, and have a ball bearing that ensures effortless movement. 

The seat’s memory foam adjusts to the bone structure, and the high 

polished aluminium base, Korean pumps, and unique ‘skater wheel’ 

ensures a perfectly smooth ride.

Salon stools

Classic soft seat

Collar & Water spray

Cutting collar
Clients are ensured maximum comfort with our practical, lightweight cutting 

collar made from soft silicone. It has a remarkably smooth finish, which 

means that hair easily slides off the collar. The collar is chemical-proof and 

protects the cutting cape from color and scissor holes. It is waterproof and 

can be cleaned in a washing machine.

Water spray 
A spray bottle is an essential tool for hairdressers and stylists.  

HH Simonsen’s convenient water spray distributes a fine, aero-

sol-like mist to ensure full control and an even spraying pattern – 

every time. The bottle is ergonomically designed to fit perfectly into 

your hand, and its sleek, modern look will fit into any salon.
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Tripod stand 
With a unique adjustment system the Tripod 

stand can easily be adjusted to any height. It fea-

tures extra foot pedals to prevent it from tipping 

when used. With the Tripod stand you can easily 

turn the training head 360 degrees and place it 

in a horizontal position. The Tripod stand comes 

with a practical shoulder bag. The Tripod stand is 

used on The Danish Hairdressing Academy.

Luxury table stand 
The luxury HH Simonsen table stand, which 

is used in many training academies, can be 

mounted on nearly any table top no matter 

the size. It’s made from high quality and du-

rable metal components and can be adjusted 

according to your needs. The training head can 

easily be turned in all directions, and the table 

stand’s height is adjustable by 20 cm. 

Table stand 
The table stand from HH Simonsen 

is made from solid and high quality 

materials for excellent performance 

and durability. It can be mounted on 

tabletops of many different sizes, and 

the training head can easily be turned 

in all directions. 

Table stands

Victoria - 30 cm.
A new edition of the Victoria 

training head with an improved 

look will be launched in 2017. 

Jane- 45 cm.

Luxury table stand

Table stand
Tripod stand

Natural high quality hair
HH Simonsen training heads are made from 100 % natural human hair. The hair has been 

pre-processed so as to ensure a perfect quality that is easy to work with. The women heads 

are available in blonde nuances making colouring easier – no clean off necessary. The hair 

on the training heads can be cut, coloured and permed, and you can use all types of dryers 

and styling tools. The hair can also be rolled around curlers and placed under a hood dryer. 

And, thanks to a natural hairline growth patterns you can easily cut fringes and sideburns.  

All HH Simonsen training heads can be used with our Tripod stand or table stand.

Training heads 

· 100 % human hair 

· Natural hairline growth pattern 

· For cutting, coloring, highlighting and perming 

· Excellent quality

· Easy to work with

Michael - 25 cm.
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High quality – low price
As part of our mission to make it easier for everyone to achieve 

lust-worthy locks, in the salon and at home, we offer our products at 

a price point that is considerably lower than that of similar brands in 

our segment. It is important to us to maintain a low price point, which 

is why we continue to design and develop our products in-house and 

keep price-raising intermediaries at a minimum.. 

Safety and durability
Safety is of course our top priority when designing and producing 

our products. We monitor the production process carefully to ensure 

that the products live up to the highest safety and quality standards. 

Our products are extremely solid and durable, which is why we have 

an average annual return rate of only 1.03% since April 2010.
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Marketing and 
sales support

show them

VS1 SPIRAL CURLS

VS2 MADONNA CURLS

VS3 CURLS

VS4 SOFT CURLS

VS5 DEEP WAVER

VS6 CRIMPER

VS7 CURLS

VS9 WOO WAVER

VS10 CASUAL CURLS
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IT IS A TOP PRIORITY FOR US TO HELP OUR RETAILERS AND 

DISTRIBUTORS SUCCEED IN SELLING OUR PRODUCTS, WHICH IS 

WHY WE DELIVER EXCLUSIVE MARKETING AND SALES MATERIAL 

WITH A SIMPLISTIC AND ELEGANT DESIGN, INSPIRED BY 

SCANDINAVIA. THE MATERIAL IS OF COURSE ALWAYS UPDATED 

ACCORDING TO THE LATEST TRENDS.

Hair Code Magazine
Our Hair Code Magazine, which is released several times a year, serves as an 

excellent pastime for customers in the Danish salons. Designed as an editorial 

magazine it is packed with relevant news, inspiration, tips and exciting articles.  

Website
On our website you’ll find relevant information about all of our products and 

tips on how to use them. Here, you can also download marketing and POS 

material such as ads, signs and banners. 

Styling and tool books
We continually create new, updated style and tool books, which provide everything 

you need to know about our products, served with a scoop of inspiration. 

Product sheets
Product sheets are available for download on our website. These feature basic 

information and details about our styling tools and can be used as marketing 

material in salons etc. 

Image bank
In our image bank on our website you can download images of all of our products 

as well as images of styles and up-dos created with our styling tools. HH Simonsen A/S
Office, administration, warehouse and logistics 

Energivej 25 · DK-6780 Skærbæk

info@hhsimonsen.dk · Phone +45 73 75 10 00

www.hhsimonsen.com
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